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WTO 非歧视原则的内容为核心，并对非歧视原则在 WTO 中的地位进行了描述。 
第二章着重论述 WTO 非歧视原则下“同类产品”认定标准。笔者旨在探讨









我国的相关法律和法规，另一方面要学会充分利用 WTO 规则。 
 




























In the WTO system, “like product” is a basic concept companying with 
Non-discrimination Principle. Because of the complexity of the “like product” 
concept, the issue of “like product” stirs up great controversies and uncertainties. 
Using other scholars’ researches and the reports of the Dispute Settlement Body (DSB) 
for reference, the thesis focuses on the issue of the likeness of product and brings 
forward some methods in determining “like product” and proposes some practical and 
useful suggestions for our country. 
This full text of the article includes four chapters besides the preface and 
conclusion. 
Chapter one focuses on the general issue of Non-discrimination Principle under 
the WTO system. First from the concept of Non-discrimination Principle, with 
contents of Non-discrimination Principle as the core, then turns to describe the status 
of Non-discrimination Principle under the WTO System. 
Chapter two analyzes determining standards of “like product” under the 
Non-discrimination Principle of WTO. The author deals with kinds of standards.  
First introduces the classic cases concerned with determining standards of “like 
product” under the most-favored-nation treatment principle and the national treatment 
principle, then combines with other cases, based on this, summarizes determining 
standards of “like product”. 
Chapter three discusses methods of the “like product” under the 
Non-discrimination Principle of WTO. There are two main methods to this matter. 
One is the “aim and effects” method, while the other is the “characteristics and 
function” method. After a comparison between these two different methods in detail, 
the author concludes two methods should be combined, and emphasis on economic 
analysis method. 
Chapter four from the view of China, concerns with determining methods of 
“like product” in china. The author recognizes that the approach applied by china in 
determining “like product” is improper and then brings forward the correct approach 
to deal with this issue. Our government should not only establish and improve 
legislations, but should also learn to make full use of WTO disciplines.  
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